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Abstract: The growth of peer-to-peer applications on the Internet motivates interest in general
purpose overlay networks. The construction of overlays connecting a large population of transien-
t nodes poses several challenges. First, connections in the overlay should reflect the underlying
network topology, in order to avoid overloading the network and to allow good application perfor-
mance. Second, connectivity among active nodes of the overlay should be maintained, even in the
presence of high failure rates or when a large proportion of nodes is not active. Finally, the cost of
using the overlay should be spread evenly among peer nodes for fairness reasons as well as for the
sake of application performance. To preserve scalability, we seek solutions to these issues that can
be implemented in a fully decentralized manner and rely only on local knowledge from each node.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm called the Localiser which addresses these three key
challenges. We then describe the design of an efficient tree-based multicast system which builds
multicast trees on top of the overlay produced by the localiser, and evaluate its performance in
supporting application-layer multicast.
Key-words: Unstructured overlay networks, peer-to-peer, application-level multicast, random
graphs, fault tolerance, network locality, load balancing.
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Protocole de diffusion efficace dans un système pair à pair
optimisé
Résumé : L’essor des applications pair à pair sur Internet génère un intérêt croissant pour les sys-
tèmes pair à pair génériques. La construction de tels réseaux permettant de connecter un grand nom-
bre de pairs dynamiques pose de nombreux défis. Tout d’abord, il est important que les connexions
virtuelles du système pair à pair reflètent la topologie sous jacente, et ce, afin d’éviter de surcharger
le réseau et pour assurer des performances raisonnables aux applications. Ensuite, la connectivité
dans le réseau doit être assurée en présence de taux de défaillance élevés ou lorsque seulement une
portion faible des participants est active. Enfin, la charge de maintenance du réseau doit être partagée
équitablement entre les pairs. Afin de préserver les propriétés de passage à l’échelle des systèmes
considérés, nous nous concentrons sur des solutions totalement décentralisées où chaque participant
ne dispose que d’une connaissance locale du système.
Dans ce papier, nous proposons un algorithme adressant les trois objectifs mentionnés ci-dessus.
Nous décrivons ensuite un algorithme de construction d’arbre permettant de tirer profit des pro-
priétés du réseau obtenu afin de fournir une fonctionnalité de diffusion applicative performante. Une
évaluation de performances par simulation, atteste de ces bons résultats.
Mots-clé : Réseau pair à pair non structurés, diffusion applicative, graphes aléatoires, tolérance aux
fautes, proximité réseau, équilibrage de charge.
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1 Introduction
Peer-to-peer applications currently constitute one of the fastest growing uses of the Internet. A
challenging research problem is to develop overlay architectures that can support such applications
without overloading network resources. Features of peer-to-peer systems such as the transience of
users and the absence of powerful central servers motivate fully decentralized schemes that do not
require global knowledge of network topology or membership, and that are robust to node failures
or disconnections. Scalability is crucial in this context, and overlays must be built ensuring that,
as the overlay size increases, the potential load on each node grows slowly and the global load is
evenly balanced among the nodes. Other objectives include low latency, fault tolerance, and ease of
reconfiguration when failures occur.
Several recent approaches to building structured overlay networks [22, 21, 23] employ the ab-
straction of a distributed hash table (DHT). DHT schemes typically combine a global naming scheme
based on hashing with the maintenance of hierarchically structured routing tables using the assigned
names. This rich hierarchical structure of the name space can be leveraged in several ways by ap-
plications. Since node names typically don’t reflect location in the network topology, additional
mechanisms are needed to ensure geographically efficient routing in these systems. In an extension
to the original CAN protocol, nodes measure their distance to a set of landmark nodes. They use
these distances to compute their relative position in the overlay, thus partially reflecting the Internet
topology. In Pastry and Tapestry [22, 26], nodes choose local nodes as much as possible to populate
their routing tables.
The work described here differs in considering unstructured overlays, which are currently used
in Internet-wide deployed systems such as Gnutella [15]. Several schemes have been proposed for
building such overlays, which do not rely on global naming or any additional hierarchical struc-
ture [11, 13, 7]. In this paper, we work with the Scamp protocol [13], in which the only information
maintained at each node is the list of addresses of a small subset of other nodes called its neigh-
bours. Scamp provides probabilistic guarantees on global connectivity in the presence of failures by
ensuring that each node has a sufficiently large degree (number of neighbours); the required degree
is logarithmic in the group size [16], so the memory requirements on each node are scalable. More-
over, Scamp maintains this relationship between node degree and group size even as nodes join and
leave the group.
A drawback that the Scamp protocol shares with many of the other schemes mentioned above is
that it is oblivious to the underlying network topology. Hence, communication between peers tends
to impose a high load on the network, thus limiting its applicability in wide-area settings. More-
over, the degrees of individual nodes are not tightly constrained, so some nodes may be responsible
for communicating with many more peers than others. If these nodes sit behind low-bandwidth
connections, application performance may be compromised.
Our first contribution in this paper is to propose a mechanism to optimize unstructured overlays
according to a proximity criterion in order to reduce network load [19]. The same mechanism can
be used, at virtually no extra computation or communication cost, to balance node degrees. This
not only helps to balance the load, but also improves the resilience of the system to link and node
failures. (If all nodes are not equal in their capabilities, either in terms of the load they can handle or
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in terms of their reliability, then we may wish to have unbalanced degrees in a pre-specified fashion.
Our mechanism can be adapted to this end, with no increase in complexity.) All these features
are integrated into a single algorithm called the localiser, which functions in a fully decentralized
fashion and requires no global knowledge.
Next, we turn our attention to peer-to-peer applications, focusing in particular on application-
level multicast. The lack of deployment of IP multicast has led to considerable interest in application-
layer multicast schemes [1, 3, 6, 11, 7]. Although these do not generally offer as good performance
as network-layer approaches [8, 9], they can be deployed by end systems without support from the
network layer. Directional Gossip [18] creates an overlay targeted at wide-area networks. It takes ac-
count of the network topology by computing a weight for each neighbour reflecting the connectivity
and the network topology. However, this overlay construction leads to a static hierarchy sensitive to
failures. The schemes described in Narada [7] and Nice [1, 2] rely on optimized mesh networks ded-
icated to application-layer multicast. The NICE infrastructure [1, 2] relies on a hierarchical structure
which is updated to reflect the network topology as nodes join. The root of the hierarchy is in charge
of dealing with every single join request and propagating it down the hierarchy in such a way that
new nodes join the right low level cluster to reflect the network topology. In Narada, [7], an unstruc-
tured optimized overlay is built in a decentralized way. This mesh is then optimized according to
several network metrics (load, distance, end node capacity) by computing a utility function that is
continually updated. Narada requires each node to maintain the global membership information and
to update it as nodes leaves and join the system. It is clear that these schemes have limited scalabil-
ity. Since they are targeted at medium-sized groups, scalability is less of an issue. Nevertheless, it
does motivate interest in more scalable solutions, and those that can be supported by general-purpose
overlay networks. In fact, most of the above-mentioned schemes for constructing overlay networks
can be used to support multicast. One such protocol is described in [5], which constructs multicast
trees on top of the structured overlay described in [22].
Our second contribution in this paper is to propose and evaluate an algorithm for supporting
application-layer multicast on top of an unstructured overlay. Specifically, we propose an algorithm
to construct and maintain multicast trees on top of any overlay network. We compare the perfor-
mance of this multicast scheme implemented on the Scamp overlay with that implemented on the
optimized overlay produced by the localiser. We also compare it with IP multicast. We evaluate
performance along several metrics including network load, delay and node overhead.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some background on the de-
sign requirements for overlay networks and give an overview of the Scamp protocol. In Section 3, we
present the localiser algorithm for optimizing unstructured overlays along with a few performance
results. In Section 4, we present an algorithm for constructing multicast trees on an unstructured
overlay, and discuss how the properties of the overlay affect the multicast tree performance. We also
present mechanisms to deal with node and link failures. In Section 5, we present performance results
obtained through simulations on realistic network topologies. Section 5.5 contains a discussion of
related work and conclusions.
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2 Unstructured overlay networks
The basic property required of an overlay network is to be connected, so that any two peers can
communicate over it. Moreover, connectivity should be maintained in the presence of failures or
temporary disconnections of some fraction of member nodes, and the communication latency be-
tween any two members should not be too large. While a fully connected overlay would meet these
requirements, it requires global knowledge of membership, which is obviously impractical in large
and highly dynamic systems. We would like to achieve the same goals with a partial knowledge of
membership at each member that scales well in the group size.
We shall model the overlay as a graph with nodes i representing members, and a directed edge
 
i  j  representing that i knows j. If the “who knows who" relation is symmetric, the edges are
taken to be undirected. In the rest of the paper, we call the nodes to which a node is connected in
the overlay its neighbours. The degree of a node is the number of neighbours it has. If the graph
is directed, the in-degree of node i is the number of nodes that know i, while its out-degree is the
number of nodes that i knows.
Erdös and Renyi [10] introduced the following classical model of a random graph: there are N
nodes and an edge is present between each pair of nodes with probability p (which may depend on
N), independent of other edges. If the graph is undirected, the mean degree of a node is   N  1  p,
whereas if it is directed,
 
N  1  p is the mean in-degree or out-degree. In the undirected case, they
showed that there is a threshold for connectivity at a mean degree of log
 
N  : if the mean degree is
logN  x, then the probability that the graph is connected goes to e  e  x as N  ∞.
These analytical results suggest that the membership protocol should be designed so as to provide
each member with a set of neighbours whose size is of order logN. In that case, the memory
requirements on each member grow slowly in the overlay size, but the overlay network nevertheless
has the desired properties. In addition, it is desirable that the set of neighbours at a node consist
mainly of nearby nodes, in an appropriate network proximity metric. This is needed to ensure that
communication on the overlay doesn’t impose a high network load. Finally, we shall require the
degree to be approximately the same at all nodes, both in order to balance load and to improve the
resilience to failures.
Scamp The Scamp protocol, briefly described bellow, introduced in [12], achieves degrees of the
desired size on average without maintaining any global information about the overlay size. This
overview is included here for completeness as our localiser algorithm and multicast protocol are
evaluated on overlays constructed by Scamp. However, it should be noted that the localiser algorithm
could be used in other settings.
The Scamp joining algorithm works as follows:
1. New nodes join the system by contacting an arbitrary pre-existing member. The edge between
the new member and the contact is used to connect the new member to the overlay.
2. When a node receives a join request, it forwards the new node ID to all its neighbours in the
overlay. It forwards c  1 additional copies of the join request to randomly chosen neighbours.
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3. When a node receives a forwarded join request, it accepts the new member as one of its
neighbours with a probability p which depends on its degree in such a way that nodes with a
low degree are more likely to connect to the new member. If it rejects the new connection, it
forwards the request to a randomly chosen neighbour.
Note that the joining algorithm is fully decentralized: nodes can implement it using only local
knowledge. It is shown in [12] that, when N nodes have joined the system, the overlay constructed
by this protocol is connected, and each node is connected to c log
 
N  other nodes on average. The
Scamp protocol also includes a lease mechanism to deal with leaving nodes and a heartbeat mech-
anism to improve fault tolerance. A detailed description and performance evaluation can be found
in [13].
3 Network awareness and load balancing
All connection requests in Scamp are treated identically, and so the resulting overlay does not reflect
the underlying network topology. As it would be more efficient if each node were to have local
neighbours rather than remote ones, our first objective is to favour low cost connections, where cost
refers to any specified network-centric criterion such as delay or spare capacity. Second, we note
that Scamp targets an average node degree of c log
 
N  but does not tightly constrain individual node
degrees. Our second objective is to reduce variability in node degrees. In addition to balancing the
load, this can significantly increase resilience to failures.
We propose a Metropolis-type algorithm [20] (like simulated annealing at fixed temperature) to
achieve both these goals. This is a simple iterative scheme for minimizing a function f on a domain
D. Starting from any point x   D, a move to a nearby point y is proposed, for example by sampling
the step y  x from a specified distribution. The move is then accepted with some probability which is
decreasing in f   y   f   x  . The reason for allowing moves that may increase f is to avoid becoming
trapped at a local minimum. If the move is rejected, the new point is x. The process is repeated from
the new point.
We adapt this basic idea to our problem by choosing an energy function incorporating our objec-
tives. The energy function is
E
 
G   w ∑
i  V  G 
d2i  ∑
 i  j  E  G 
c
 
i  j  
where the sum is taken over all vertices i and edges
 
i  j  in G, w is a weight parameter and c   i  j 
is a measure of the cost of communication between i and j. For example, c   i  j  could be the ping
time or a more complex measure incorporating bandwidth availability on the route between i and j.
Note that this is a global function incorporating the degrees of all nodes and the cost of all links. The
essential feature that enables us to obtain a decentralized protocol is that the difference in energy
between “neighbouring" configurations can be computed locally, as shown below. We now give a
detailed description of the protocol.
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Figure 1: Effect of a local transition
3.1 Localiser algorithm
Each node maintains the IP address of its neighbours in the overlay in a data structure called  .
We consider symmetric connections here.1 Periodically, and at unit rate, each node i performs the
following steps:
1. Choose two neighbours, node j and node k, uniformly at random from  , and measure
the link costs c
 
i  j  and c   i  k  ;
2. Send messages to node j and node k, which send back respectively d   j  and d   k  , their de-
grees. In addition, node j sends back its estimate of c   j  k  ;
3. Evaluate locally the cost of replacing link
 
i  j  with link   j  k  as depicted on Figure 1. The
cost is the energy difference between these configurations, which is ∆E  2w
 
dk  di  1  
c
  j  k   c   i  j  .
4. Perform the transition, as depicted on Figure 1, with probability p  min

e  ∆E  T di  di  1 dk  dk  1 ﬀ
 1

.
To this end, i sends messages to j and k asking them to establish connections with k and j re-
spectively. In addition i and j get disconnected (after receiving an acknowledgment that the
connection between j and k has been established).
Observe that the algorithm has a positive probability of making changes which would increase
the energy; the reason is to avoid getting stuck at local minima of the energy function. Also note
that the number of edges, and hence the mean degree, is conserved since the algorithm does not add
or remove edges, but only moves them.
Denote by G
 
N  M  the space of labeled graphs on N nodes with M arcs. The localiser algorithm
defines a reversible Markov chain on G
 
N  M  . It is readily verified (see [4], for example) that the
stationary distribution of this Markov chain is given by the Gibbs distribution on G
 
N  M  defined
by
pi
 
G  
1
ZT
e  E  G ﬁ T 1G is connected  (1)
1Edges were oriented in the original Scamp protocol, but it is straightforward to modify it to construct an undirected
graph.
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where ZT is a normalization constant. In other words, if the algorithm is stopped after a sufficient-
ly long time, the resulting overlay is a random graph G whose probability distribution is close to
that given in (1). If we take T  ∞, then pi   G  is the uniform distribution on all connected graphs
with N nodes and M edges. This is the same as the distribution in the classical Erdös-Renyi model,
conditioned on having M edges and on being connected; it takes no account of locality or of de-
gree balance. As T decreases, the distribution pi
 
G  increasingly favours low energy configurations,
namely those with good locality and with balanced degrees.
The localiser algorithm is parameterized by w and T :
1. The parameter w specifies the emphasis placed on degree balancing relative to locality. If
w  0, the graph is optimized for network proximity only. Evaluation has shown that the
resulting maximum degree is large compared to the mean degree. As w  ∞, balancing node
degrees takes precedence over improving locality.
2. The parameter T (used to compute the probability of performing a transition) is called tem-
perature and specifies a trade-off between accuracy - how close we get to the optimal config-
uration - and speed of convergence. Small values of T ensure that the system is more likely to
concentrate on low energy configurations but can lead to slower convergence.
It is easy to modify the algorithm to account for different inherent capabilities of the nodes.
Each node i chooses a weight ηi within some pre-specified range to reflect its capability. The energy
function is specified as
E
 
G   w ∑
i  V  G 
 
di   ηi  2  ∑
 i  j   E  G 
c
 
i  j  
We now use the same algorithm as above, with the obvious modification that
∆E  2w
 dk
ηk

di
ηi

1
2η2k

1
2η2i 
 c
  j  k   c   i  j  
The effect of the modification is that the algorithm seeks to equalize di   ηi instead of di.
For the sake of clarity, we have presented the localiser algorithm as acting on a overlay that has
previously been constructed using Scamp or some other protocol. In practice, it would obviously be
more efficient to integrate the localiser into the overlay construction protocol.
3.2 Resilience to failures
The Scamp protocol creates connected graphs in failure-free operation, and connectivity is preserved
by the localiser. However, the graph could become disconnected due to link or node failures. The
connectivity analysis of random graphs can easily be extended to account for link and node fail-
ures [16]. For example, if links fail with probability ε independently of each other, then the graph
remains connected after failures if the initial mean degree is taken to be
 
log
 
N  
 
 
1  ε  . Thus, the
overlay constructed by the Scamp protocol, with mean degree c logN, can tolerate failure rates up to
 
c  1 
 
c before losing connectivity.
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It turns out that, as the failure rate increases, connectivity is initially lost because of the isolation
of a small number of nodes rather than of a large connected component. Nodes which start out with
a small degree (due to randomness in the Scamp protocol) are more likely to become isolated due
to link failures. Thus, we may intuitively expect that balancing node degrees improves resilience to
failures. This is shown to be the case in [14], where it is established that the overlay modified by the
localiser retains connectivity even when a fraction up to exp
 

1
c
 of nodes have failed. This is an
improvement on the basic Scamp overlay, which, as noted above, can only tolerate failure rates up
to 1  1
 
c before losing connectivity.
3.3 Localiser performance
The localiser algorithm was introduced in [19], which contains a detailed evaluation of the improve-
ments it offers over a generic unstructured overlay such as the one built by Scamp. We just recall a
few performance results for completness in this paper.
3.3.1 Experimental setting
We use a simple packet-level discrete event simulator and run the simulations on network topologies
generated randomly according to the Georgia Tech (GT) [25] transit-stub model, as well as on a
subgraph of a real-world corporate topology. We use two GT topologies in this paper: TOP-600 and
TOP-5050 are composed respectively of 600 and 5050 core nodes. A LAN is attached to each core
node. Each LAN has a star topology and is composed of 100 nodes on average. We consider groups
composed of 50,000 nodes, selected at random from the 60,000 and 505,000 nodes of TOP-600 and
TOP-5050 respectively. Link delays are modelled by simply assigning a propagation delay of 1ms
to each LAN link and 40.5ms to each core link. We also use the Corpnet network topology model
composed of 298 routers, generated using measurements of the world-wide Microsoft Corporation
network. This topology is designated as Corp in the rest of the paper. Simulation results presented
are the average over 10 simulations for each configuration. In this section, we only present results
related to the TOP-5050. More results can be found in [19]. The other topologies will be considered
in the application-multicast evaluation.
3.3.2 Simulation results
We evaluate the localiser along three metrics (i) to evaluate the impact of the degree balancing
mechanism, we measure the mean and maximum degree, varying the weight w and the number of
iterations; (ii) to assess to what extent the localiser captures the underlying network topology, we
measure the mean edge length, namely the mean distance between a node and its neighbours in the
overlay; (iii) finally, to assess the impact of the localiser on the resilience to failures, we measure the
number of disconnected nodes as the number of faulty nodes increases. We compare the performance
of the basic overlay produced by Scamp (using c  2) with that of the refined overlay obtained by
using Scamp and then applying the localiser algorithm.
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(W, T, NbIt) (0,0,0) (10,1,100) (10,1,1000) (10,1,5000)
Max degree 61.2 38 27.8 27
Figure 2: Max value of the out degree in a 50,000 node system on Top-5050, mean value is approx-
imately 20
(W, T, NbIt) (0,0,0) (10,1,100) (10,1,1000) (10,1,5000)
Mean distance 483 408 290 196
Stdv 472 396 274 182
Figure 3: Mean and standard deviation of distances to neighbours in a 50,000 nodes system on
Top-5050
Degree balancing To evaluate the degree balancing mechanism, we ran experiments varying the
value of w and the number of iterations of the localiser algorithm per node. In the rest of this
section, the parameter values are given in the format (w, T , number of iterations per node), with
(0,0,0) referring to a standard overlay built using Scamp. Figure 2 shows the maximum degree
(maximum number of neighbours) in a 50,000 node system on TOP-5050. Results show that the
localiser is indeed very effective in homogenizing node degrees quickly, and the maximum degree
gets very close to the mean value as the number of iterations increases. The results show that the
maximum degree gets close to the mean value after a reasonable number of iterations and so the
localiser is indeed effective in balancing the load. We observed (see [19]) that 1000 iterations suffice
in these examples to achieve perfect degree balancing, and 100 iterations suffice when w is large,
i.e., the emphasis is on balancing degrees. In practice, we don’t require perfect degree balancing -
adequate balancing is achieved after 100 iterations even for w  10, where the emphasis is more on
improving locality.
Network awareness The second objective of the localiser is to enable the overlay to reflect the
network topology. To evaluate its performance on this goal, we measure the distance from each
node to its neighbours in the overlay. Figure 3 presents the mean distance and the standard deviation
in a 50,000 node system on TOP-5050.
Resilience to failures In order to assess the resilience to failures, we measure the number of nodes
that become disconnected as the number of faulty nodes increases from 0 to 25,000 (50% of the
nodes) in steps of 250. In order to evaluate the number of disconnected nodes, we use a flooding
message initiated at a random live node and compute the number of live nodes receiving the flooded
message.
In Figure 4, we plot the number of disconnected nodes against the number of faulty nodes in
TOP-5050. The first point to note from the figures is the good connectivity of the basic overlay
produced by Scamp; we have chosen c  2, so the Scamp overlay should be able to tolerate up
INRIA
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Figure 4: Resilience to failures in a 50,000 node overlay on Top-5050
to 50% failures. Indeed, the fraction of live nodes disconnected stays below 0.5% when up to
50% of the nodes fail. Secondly, both figures demonstrate that the localiser algorithm improves the
resilience to failures significantly, after just a small number of iterations. The impact of the localiser
increases with the number of faulty nodes. For example, in TOP-5050 when 50% of the nodes
are faulty, 0.40% and 0.07% of live nodes are disconnected in, respectively, the standard overlay
and the localiser (10,1,100). There were no disconnections observed in the localiser (10,1,1000)
and (10,1,5000) configurations. For this reason, we have not shown results for the (10,1,5000)
configuration. Disconnections (at a rate of 0.01%) were observed only when more than 60% of
nodes are faulty.
4 Balzac: A tree-based application-level multicast protocol
We now describe a simple algorithm, called Balzac, for building multicast trees on top of a generic
unstructured overlay. We will then evaluate it in detail on the overlays described in the last section.
4.1 Tree building
This tree is composed of shortest paths from the root to all other nodes using only links present in
the overlay, as depicted in Figure 5. Any node may be the root of the multicast tree. The spanning
tree is built as follows:
1. The source of the multicast initializes its own depth to 0 and floods a       message
over the overlay. This message contains a node depth field, which is initialized to 1 by the
source.
2. Each node, upon receiving its first      message, performs the following actions:
 it takes as its parent in the tree that node from which it got this message.2
2This simple heuristic ensures that the tree contains paths which are shortest in terms of total delay. If it is desired to
optimize some other network metric, the flooded 
		 message should carry information about this metric and be
suitably updated when it passes through each node.
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Figure 5: SPANNING TREE
 it sets its own depth to the value of the node depth field in this message. It then incre-
ments the node depth and forwards the      message to all its neighbours.
 It sends back a + ,  message to the node it chose as parent.
3. Upon receipt of a + ,  message, a node takes the sender as a child and updates its children
table for the multicast tree accordingly.
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Note that the degree of a node in the multicast tree is no bigger than its degree in the overlay, which
is logarithmic in the group size. Thus, the multicast is scalable.
Unlike the overlay, the multicast tree is not fault tolerant. The failure of a single node or link
disconnects all its descendants. Hence, we need a repair mechanism; we now describe one which
only uses the underlying overlay.
4.2 Tree repair
Each node periodically sends a       message to its children in the tree. Should a node
notice that such a message is not received as expected, it assumes that its parent has failed and
attempts to reconnect, at either the same or a higher level in the tree. Say node i wants to reconnect.
It then sends a +    message containing ,	

+  (i) to all its neighbours in the overlay (except
its own children, because they do not fulfill the depth constraint). Upon receipt of such a message, a
node j replies if it has depth smaller than that of i and otherwise forwards the +    message to its
parent in the tree. The node i then chooses as a parent the first node j which replied to its message.
The reason for seeking to reconnect only to nodes at smaller depth is to ensure that a cycle is never
created.
The repair mechanism introduces edges into the multicast tree that may not have been present
in the overlay, and that may not be efficient in terms of network cost. It also increases variability
in node degrees and may cause some nodes to become overloaded. In order to restore network
efficiency and to ensure that the number of children per node is not much larger than the average
node degree in the overlay, the trees are periodically refreshed. To this end, the source of the tree
periodically multicasts a message using the flooding mechanism instead of the spanning tree. This
gives nodes the opportunity to reconnect to the optimal parent in case repairs have provided them
with sub-optimal parents. A complementary solution might be to use additional random links, as in
[2]. Overlay links, other than those to parents or children, can be used for this purpose.
Suppose that the root never fails. Under this assumption, if there are no “simultaneous" failures
(by which we mean two successive failures separated by less than the time needed to repair the
first one), then the repair mechanism is guaranteed to work unless all the neighbours of node i
are descendants of the same failed node. This is because a +    message from i to one of its
neighbours j will, in the worst case, be forwarded until it gets to the root, which will then take on
node i as its child. The event that all of node i’s neighbours are descendants of its parent is extremely
rare if neighbours are chosen uniformly at random. It may be less rare when the overlay is highly
clustered (optimised for network proximity). In either case, the repair mechanism needs to deal with
this eventuality. One solution is as follows. If node i fails to get a response to its  +    message
within a specified timeout, then it can contact the root (source of the multicast) requesting it to use
the tree refresh mechanism described above. Such a request initiates the construction of a fresh
multicast tree, with connectivity of the overlay being sufficient to ensure that all active nodes will be
incorporated into the multicast tree.
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Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000
Avg. no. of hops from
source
4.9 5.29 6.94 8.20
Depth 12 11.4 18.3 20
Table 1: Tree depth in a 50,000 node system on TOP-5050
5 Application-level multicast performance
The localiser evaluation (Section 3.3 and [19]) is along the metrics of maximum node degree, mean
distance to neighbours (in terms of network delay) and resilience to failures. While they capture
general features of the overlay network, they do not say very much about performance on specific
applications. Here, we concentrate on evaluating the performance of application-layer multicast,
using the multicast tree built by the Balzac algorithm. The performance evaluation is carried out
through simulations on realistic network topologies, using the same setting as the one described in
Section 3.3.
We compare the application-level multicast implemented in Balzac with IP multicast using a
shortest path tree formed by the union of the unicast routes from the source of the tree to all nodes [8,
9]. The routing policy weights generated by the Georgia Tech random graph generator are used for
this purpose.
The experiments are conducted as follows: (i) An initial overlay is produced using the Scamp
joining protocol. All nodes join the overlay during this phase; (ii) During the second phase, we
reshape the Scamp overlay using Localiser with parameters w  10 and T  1. (iii) We compare a
Balzac tree built on each of these overlays, starting from a random node. The metrics considered are
the delay to deliver multicast messages, the load imposed on the network and the load imposed on
each node.
5.1 Tree Depth
The Localiser could potentially create an overlay with a large diameter in hop count, due to ag-
gressive localisation of links. This would result in the depth of the multicast tree being large, and
give rise to high latency if the forwarding delay at the nodes is significant. To see whether this is
a problem in practice, we evaluated the depth and average distance from a node to the root on the
Balzac tree built on the localised overlay. The results depicted in Tables 1 and 2 for TOP-5050 and
Corp, show that the tree depth increases by a factor of two in the worst case, which we believe is an
acceptable penalty for reducing network load.
5.2 Node overhead
In Balzac, as in any application-level multicast scheme, each node is in charge of forwarding mul-
ticast messages to its children in the tree. Hence the overhead, defined as the number of messages
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Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000
Avg. no. of hops from
source
7.37 9.01 8.01 9.17
Depth 19.8 19.6 17.8 20.4
Table 2: Tree depth in a 50,000 node system on Corp
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Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of number of children in a 50,000 node overlay on Corp
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Figure 7: Cumulative distribution of number of children in a 50,000 node overlay on TOP-600 and
TOP-5050
each node has to forward, is simply the number of children it has. Figures 6 and 7 display the cu-
mulative distribution of the number of children per node for Corp and TOP-600 topologies. In these
figures, the optimized overlay refers to the use of Localiser with 1000 iterations per node, while non-
optimized overlay refers to the one produced by Scamp. We observe that the load is well-balanced,
especially after optimization by the localiser, showing the scalability of the multicast.
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Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000 10000
Mean Link stress 3 2 2 1 1
Max link stress 3800 1927 1277 636 265
% of links wo messages 32.68 30.25 27.6 35.62 36.89
Table 3: Link Stress in a 50,000 node system on TOP-600
Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000
Mean Link stress 3 2 2 1
Max link stress 1534 1105 934 144
% of links wo messages 39.37 38.87 31.14 36.91
Table 4: Link Stress in a 50,000 nodes system on TOP-5050
Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000
Mean Link stress 2 2 1 1
Max link stress 12849 13351 7899 3532
% of links wo mes-
sages
33.8 34 35 36.8
Table 5: Link Stress in a 50,000 nodes system on TOP-Corp
5.3 Network Load
IP multicast ensures that a message does not traverse a particular physical link more than once. For
most network topologies, application level multicast is bound to send multiple message copies along
some network links. To evaluate the network load, we measure the link stress, defined as the number
of copies of each message carried by a physical link, upon transmission of a multicast message using
the Balzac tree. Results, depicted in Tables 3, 4 and 5 show that the mean link stress is not large, but
the maximum can be very large in the Scamp overlay. It is progressively reduced by Localiser to a
substantial extent. The mean value of the link stress includes the non utilized links, or links which
are not traversed by any message during the multicast. The percentage of such links is indicated in
the Tables.
5.4 Relative delay penalty
The final set of evaluations compares delays in Balzac and IP multicast using the following metrics.
We measure the relative delay penalty (RDP) for each node, defined as the ratio of the delay using
Balzac to the IP delay. We measure two additional metrics: the Relative Maximum Delay (RMD)
is the ratio of the maximum delay using Balzac to the maximum delay using IP multicast, while the
Relative Average Delay (RMD) is the ratio of the mean delay using Balzac to the mean delay using
IP multicast. RAD and RMD avoid the anomalies associated with simply averaging the RDP over all
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Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000
RAD 2.15 1.64 1.30 0.82
RMD 4.33 1.57 1.37 0.86
Maximum RDP 450 242 172 2
Table 6: Delay in a 50,000 node system on TOP-600
Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000
RAD 2.93 2.38 1.67 1.16
RMD 4.46 2.14 1.24 0.97
Maximum RDP 679 485 206 55
Table 7: Delay in a 50,000 node system on Top-5050
Iterations per node 0 (no opt.) 100 1000 5000
RAD 1.72 1.23 1.14 1.1
RMD 2.12 1.62 1.19 1.19
Maximum RDP 34.85 14.5 3.74 3.16
Table 8: Delay in a 50,000 node system on Corp
nodes, because this average is dominated by those nodes with very small IP delay. For such nodes,
the Balzac delay may be a very large multiple of the IP delay but they nevertheless see a small delay.
Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution of the RDP metric in a 50,000 node group on TOP-
600. The y-value of a point represents the proportion of nodes with a RDP lower than or equal to the
x-value. For the sake of clarity we represented only the RDP up to value 10. In all configurations,
more than 99% of nodes fall into that category; the maximum RDP values are indicated in Table 6.
Tables 6 and 7 indicate the figures for TOP-600 and TOP-5050 respectivey. The results clearly show
the improvement in RDP as the number of iterations of the Localiser algorithm increases. Table 8
indicates the figures for the Corp topology, we observe that the delays are better than on Georgia
Tech topologies without any optimization, however the improvement after using the Localiser is still
significant.
We observe from Table 6 that the RAD is 2.15 and the RMD is 4.33 for Balzac built on the
Scamp overlay. These results are already good, and the reason is that the tree in Balzac is built using
the shortest paths (according to delay). Furthermore, the delay decreases substantially after only
100 iterations of the Localiser.3 Finally, the table shows that the maximum value of RDP is also
substantially reduced by using the Localiser.
3Eventually, the delay using Balzac is better than the delay using IP. This is because IP routing does not always produce
minimum delay routes as it is performed using the routing policy weights from the GeorgiaTech model [25].
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5.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a localiser algorithm which optimizes large-scale unstructured over-
lay networks. The proposed algorithm serves multiple purposes: (i) it reflects the network topology
by reshaping the overlay via a Metropolis scheme; (ii) it achieves load balancing by sharing the re-
sponsibility for connections evenly among the system nodes and finally (iii) it significantly improves
the resilience to failures. The localiser is fully decentralized and only relies on local information
available at each node.
We then illustrated the effectiveness of the optimized overlay on application-level multicast. We
proposed a lightweight algorithm for constructing and maintaining a multicast tree on top of this
overlay, and evaluated the performance of application-layer multicast in this setting. Performance
evaluation shows that the scheme provides very good results as far as delay is concerned, with the
delay being quite close to that achievable by IP multicast. This is due to the optimization of the
underlying overlay combined with the fact that the tree is built while optimizing on the delay metric.
The stress on network links imposed by our scheme remains much higher than for IP multicast;
however, it is comparable to other application-level multicast protocols.
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